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We propose a distributed, iterative bidding protocol that can be employed in multi-robot
coordination where the individual robots’ problems can be modeled as mixed-integer programs and interaction via binary constraints. While our approach is myopic during bid
calculations to render the coordination problem computationally tractable, we provide ﬁrst
experimental evidence that our auction-based mechanism achieves coordinated solutions
that outperform ﬁxed priority methods and match the socially optimal solution on a large
proportion of randomized graph planning problems. Furthermore, we discuss theoretical
conditions under which guaranteed coordination in a ﬁnite number of iterations can be
proved.
As a key contribution, we describe how our method can be utilized for multi-vehicle control
by combining it with an established particle-based model-predictive single-UAV control
method. In simulations, we illustrate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of this merger and
derive a distribution-independent bound on the collision probability in the presence of
uncertainty.

1. Introduction
Owing to its practical importance, multi-agent coordination has been subject to ever
increasing research eﬀorts over the past decades. One of its subﬁelds, multi-robot coordination, focusses on problems that reﬂect the speciﬁc nature of robotic agents and their
environment. In contrast to strategic settings, in multi-robot coordination problems, the
mechanism designer can typically aﬀord to assume obedient agents and hence does not
need to burden herself with ensuring design goals such as incentive compatibility or strategyproofness. This freedom should be much welcomed considering that robots typically
interact in a complex and uncertain physical world and often can choose from a continuum
of control signals (actions).
Many important planning and control problems can be stated in terms of a solution to
a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). An example can be found among particle methods which have become increasingly popular for stochastic model-predictive single-vehicle
control and path planning under uncertainty [5]. The drawn particles can serve to approximately bound the probability of a collision with an obstacle via chance constraints that
are added as binary constraints to the MILP formulation of the vehicle’s cost-optimizing
control problem [5]. The resulting plans (sequences of control inputs) are shown to result
in low-cost trajectories that avoid all obstacles with adjustably high certainty.
A simple method to extend single-robot problems to multi-robot problems is to combine their individual optimization problems into one large, centralized MILP (e.g. [26]).
While delivering cost-optimal results, such approaches have the architectural disadvantages of centralized approaches, and scale poorly in the number of robots and interactionconstraints. Therefore, their application is typically restricted to coordination tasks of
low complexity. As ﬁnding a socially optimal solution is known to be NP-complete, most
practically applicable coordination methods constitute a compromise between tractability
and optimality.
As one of the best established of such approximation methods we consider fixed priority
methods [13]. Here, the robots plan in order of their assigned priority with the highest
priority robot beginning. When it is Robot r’s turn it is informed of the plans of all higherpriority robots whose trajectories become obstacles in the space-time planning domain
that r needs to avoid. While these methods are computationally attractive and several
extensions have been suggested [1] [22], the rigidness of the ﬁxed priority scheme can lead
to joint solutions whose summed (social ) cost can be unattractively high.
By contrast, the main idea of our approach is to base the decision which robot may pass a
conﬂicting point in the space-time domain (which multiple robots initially plan on passing)
not based on a ﬁxed priority alone but chieﬂy on a bid each robot computes based on local
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information.
To achieve socially optimal coordination all robots could in principle be non-myopic and
compute VCG-bids for combinatorial bundles of resources (space-time points) [25]. Unfortunately, this approach is once again intractable and generally belongs to a class of
combinatorial allocation problems which are known to be NP-hard (cf. [10]).
Addressing the inevitable tradeoﬀ between optimality and tractability, we propose a myopic, iterative bidding protocol where each robot bids for one conﬂicting resource at a time
without taking other potentially ensuing conﬂicts at subsequent resources into account
(hence the term myopic). Other applications include but are not limited to distributed reinforcement learning [3], constrained decentralized allocation of atomic resources or graph
routing.
Furthermore, our coordination mechanism is distributed and lazy in the sense that, instead
of asking for bids on all conceivable combinations of plans, all robots plan independently
and bidding only takes place for resources that turn out to be overbooked (i.e. which
two or more robots plan to use simultaneously). Thereby, their coordinated paths are
guaranteed to be collision-free, while at the same time the exponential blow-up resulting
from considering all combinations is avoided.
Our model assumption is that the individual robots’ problems are MILPs with all interaction modeled via (hard) binary constraints. This is in contrast to another large body
of works on coordination that focusses on agent interaction via objective functions (e.g.
[14, 15, 6]). Since our model is based on MILPs we can employ our method in the context
of particle-based multi-robot open-loop control [5].
The result of this application is a distributed coordination mechanism that (with adjustably high certainty) generates collision-free paths without prior space-discretization
and which can take uncertainty into account (the latter may be desirable due to sensor
noise and model-inaccuracies).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After placing our work in the context
of the literature, we discuss the model assumptions in greater detail and describe our
bidding protocol in generality. We use the notion of a virtual obstacle as an intuition for
constraints that are successively generated as a result of coordination iterations, designed
to prohibit resource conﬂicts (i.e. violations of binary inter-robot constraints). We then
elucidate several of our method’s properties in the context of graph path planning as a
didactic example application. For a mild restriction of the algorithm and problem domain
it is possible to prove termination in a ﬁnite number of coordination iterations. However,
the rather lengthy and technical discussion of this theoretical guarantee had to be deferred
to an extended version of this work [7].
Before concluding, we propose how to link our approach to stochastic control and present
experiments illustrating how it can be utilized for eﬃcient, distributed multi-vehicle control
under uncertainty. For such settings, we derive probabilistic collision bounds that can
provide a guideline for choosing the size of the virtual obstacles, which is an important
design parameter that can be expected to inﬂuence the trade-oﬀ between conservatism
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2. Related Work

and social cost.

2. Related Work
Multi-robot coordination is a broad topic with numerous strands of works. The approach
we present to collision avoidance and control is germane to a number of these strands
comprising both approaches designed to operate in both continuous and in discrete worlds.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to present an exhaustive survey of the extensive body
of previous work that ranges across various disciplines. For surveys focussing on marketbased approaches refer to [11, 18].
As a rather coarse taxonomy, present methods can be divided into centralized and decentralized approaches. Centralized approaches (e.g. [26][24]) typically rely on combining the
individual agents’ plans into one large, joint plan and optimizing it in a central planner.
Typically, they are guaranteed to ﬁnd an optimal solution to the coordination problem
(with respect to an optimality criterion, such as the sum of all costs). However, since
optimal coordination is NP-hard it is not surprising that these methods scale poorly in
the number of participating agents and the complexity of the planning environment. With
worst-case computational eﬀort growing exponentially with the number of robots, these
methods do provide the best overall solutions, but are generally intractable except for
small teams.
In contrast, decentralized methods distribute the computational load on multiple agents
and, combined with approximation methods, can factor the optimal problem into more
tractable chunks.
There are two classes of decentralized coordination mechanisms. The ﬁrst class imposes
local interaction rules designed to induce a global behavior that emerges with little or no
communication overhead. For instance, based on a speciﬁc robot motion model, Pallottino
et. al. [23] propose interaction policies that result in guaranteed collision avoidance
and can accommodate new robots entering the system on-line. Furthermore, under the
assumption that robots reaching their goals vanish from the system, the authors prove that
eventually all robots will reach their respective destination locations. While in its present
version uncertainty is not explicitly taken into account, it may be worthwhile endowing
their method with an explicit error model and performing a similar analysis as we provide
in Sec. 7.
The second class focusses on the development of mechanisms where coordination is achieved
through information exchange succeeding the distributed computations.
Distributed optimization techniques have been successfully employed to substitute the
solution of a centralized optimization problem by solving a sequence of smaller, decoupled
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problems (e.g. [6], [20], [21], [3] and [17]).
For example, Bererton et. al. [3] employ Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition [8] to decentralize
a relaxed version of a Bellman BLP to compute an optimal policy. However, due to the
relaxation of the collision constraints, collisions are only avoided in expectation. Many
of these algorithms have a market interpretation due to passing Lagrangian multipliers
among the subproblems.
Generally, market-based approaches have been heavily investigated for multi-robot coordination over the past years [27] [16] [11]. Among these, auction mechanisms allow to employ
techniques drawn from Economics. They are attractive since the communication overhead
they require is low bandwidth due to the fact that the messages often only consist of bids.
However, as optimal bidding and winner determination for a large number of resources (as
typically encountered in multi-robot problems) is typically NP-hard, all tractable auction
coordination methods constitute approximations and few existing works provide any proof
of the social performance of the resulting overall planning solution beyond experimental
validation. An exception are SSI auctions [18, 19]. For instance, Lagoudakis et. al. [19]
propose an auction-based coordination method for multi-robot routing. They discuss a
variety of bidding rules for which they establish performance bounds with respect to an
array of team objectives, including social cost. While multi-robot routing is quite diﬀerent
from the motion control problem, we consider some of their bid design to be related in
spirit to ours. It may be worthwhile considering under which circumstances one could
transfer their theoretical guarantees to our setting. One of the main obstacles here may
be the fact that in SSI auctions, a single multi-round auction for all existing resources (or
bundles) is held. This may be diﬃcult to achieve, especially if we, as in Sec. 7, desire to
avoid prior space discretization and take uncertainty into account.
Most frequently used in approximate Bayesian inference but recently applied to coordination are message passing methods such as max-sum [14]. In these algorithms, agent
interaction is modeled to take place exclusively via the agents’ cost functions and coordination is achieved by message passing in a factor graph that represents the mutual
dependencies of the coordination problem. While dualization of our inter-robot resource
constraints into the objective function could be leveraged to translate our setting into
theirs, several problems remain. First, the resulting factor graph would be exceptionally
loopy and hence, no performance or convergence guarantees of max-sum can be given.
Second, the interconnecting edges would have high weights (cf. [15]) whose removal would
correspond to a relaxation of the collision-avoidance constraints and hence, render pruningbased max-sum-based methods [15] inapplicable.
Among all multi-robot path planning approaches, fixed priority methods are perhaps the
most established ones. In its most basic form introduced by Erdmann and Lozano-Perez
[13], robots are prioritized according to a ﬁxed ranking. Planning is done sequentially
according to the ﬁxed priority scheme where higher ranking robots plan before lower
ranking robots. Once a higher ranking robots is done planning, his trajectories become
dynamic obstacles 1 for all lower ranking robots, which the latter are required to avoid. If
1

The notion dynamic obstacle loosely corresponds to our virtual obstacles (cf. Sec. 7). The diﬀerence is
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independent planning under these conditions is always successful, coordination is achieved
in A planning iterations that spawn the necessity to broadcast A − 1 messages in total
(plans of higher priority agents to lower priority ones) where A is the number of robots.
By contrast, in our mechanism, A such messages need to be sent per coordination iteration. Although our results indicate that the number of these iterations scale mildly in the
number of robots and obstacles in typical obstacle avoidance settings, such an additional
computation and communication overhead needs to be justiﬁed with better coordination
performance. Our experiments in subsequent sections indeed illustrate the superior performance of our ﬂexible bidding approach over ﬁxed priorities.
Note, our mechanism also incorporates an (in-auction) prioritization (as expressed by the
robots’ indices) that becomes important for winner determination whenever there is a
bidding tie.
In priority methods, the overall coordination performance depends on the choice of the
ranking and a number of works have proposed methods for a priori ranking selection
(e.g. [2]). Conceivably, it is possible to improve our method further by optimizing its
in-auction prioritization (robot indexing) with such methods. Exploring how to connect
our mechanism to extensions of priority methods, such as [22], could have the potential to
improve the communication overhead. Investigating the feasibility of such extension will
have to be done in the course of future research eﬀorts.

3. Problem Formulation
While our approach could be applied to more general scenarios, in this paper, we restrict
our focus to the following multi-robot path planning problem (MRPPP): A team of
robots A = {1, ..., A} desires to find individual plans p1 , ..., pA , respectively, that translate
to collision-free paths in free-space such that each robot r’s path leads from its start S(r)
to its destination D(r).
Since our approach is motivated by multi-robot path planning, we interpret a plan as
being in a one-to-one relationship with a path in free space. For instance, a plan could be
a sequence of control inputs that linearly relates to a trajectory of locations (resources)
in an environment. For simplicity of exposition, we will from now on assume that plan
pr is a time-indexed sequence (prt )t∈N where prt corresponds to a decision specifying which
resource to consume at time t. However, we will lift this assumption again in Sec. 7 where
the plans are indeed control inputs that linearly relate to locations.
that our virtual obstacles are only present at a particular time step whereas the dynamic obstacles span
the whole range of all time steps. Furthermore, we described how to adjust the box-sizes to control the
collision probability in the presence of uncertainty.
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Obviously, the robots need to make sure that plans are legal, that is they adhere to the
laws of the environment. We call the set of all legal plans the global feasible set G.
For example, consider a routing scenario in a graph with edges E and vertex set V . A
plan could be to ﬁnd a path through the network represented as a sequence of vertices
that respects the graph’s topology. To enforce this, we could specify a global feasible set
as a subset of {(pt )t |∀t : (pt , pt+1 ) ∈ E}. The global feasible set is global in the sense that
the constraints it enforces apply to all robots in the system.
By contrast, each robot r may desire to enforce individual constraints upon the plans it
generates. We can represent them as a local feasible set Lr . For instance, in the routing
example, robot r may wish to ensure that he ﬁnds a path that leads from its start location
to its destination: pr ∈ Lr ⊂ {pr = (prt )t |pr0 = S(r), ∃k∀t ≥ k : prt = D(r)}.
Depending on the environment, there might be many (possibly inﬁnitely many) plans
that are both legal and locally feasible. In most applications however, robots may have a
preference over diﬀerent plans implied by a local cost function cr : G → R that assigns a
cost to diﬀerent plans. (For instance, cr (pr ) may quantify the path length.) So, if robot r
could plan independently, he would like to execute the solution to optimization problem:
minpr ∈G∩Lr cr (pr ).
Unfortunately, this is not possible in environments with multiple robots as they need to
avoid collisions (i.e. plans where two robots simultaneously use the same non-divisible
resource). Let p¬r = (pr )r∈A−{r} denote the collection of plans of all robots except r. If r
knew ﬁxed p¬r , he could react to it by solving
min

pr ∈G∩Lr ∩R(p¬r )

cr (pr )

(3.1)

where R(p¬r ) is the set of all paths that are not in conﬂict with the paths generated by p¬r .
If p¬r is a collection of tentative plans, we can interpret R(p¬r ) as the set of all plans that
do not use any resource that are already used by any robot in A−{r} based on the current
belief that all other resources will be available. Notice, that R(p¬r ) would typically be
speciﬁed by a set of binary ( or integer) constraints. Therefore, the individual optimization
problem would be a (binary) mixed-integer linear program (MILP) which could be solved
by the robot employing either standard mixed-integer-solvers or a problem domain speciﬁc
algorithm of the robot’s own choice. Unfortunately, due to the mutual interdependence
of the constraint sets, for all r, R(p¬r ) is unknown a priori and hence, the individual
optimization problems are unknown (since the feasible sets are interdependent). This is
where the necessity for coordination arises.
We can now restate the overall task description (comprising (MRPPP) as a special case)
in general terms:
TASK: Assume each robot r (r = 1, ..., A) can choose a plan pr ∈ G ∩ Lr . Coordinate
A ) of plans is conflict free (i.e.
the planning process such that the overall outcome (p1 , ..., p∑
a
r
∀t∀a, r ∈ A, a ̸= r : pt ̸= pt ) and such that the social cost a∈A ca (pa ) is small.
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The socially optimal solution can be stated quite easily as the solution of the centralized
optimization problem

min

(p1 ;...;pA )∈GA ∩×r Lr ∩I

A
∑

cr (pr )

(3.2)

r=1

where I is a set deﬁned by inter-robot constraints that prohibit collisions (conﬂicts). In
other words, I is the set of all overall plans p = (p1 ; ...; pA ) such that all plans pa , pr
use distinct resources (for a, r ∈ A, r ̸= a). Typically we will have to specify I via
binary constraints, rendering the overall optimization problem a binary mixed-integer
linear program (MILP) that could in principle be solved by a centralized planning agent.
Unfortunately, such centralized approaches are known to scale poorly in the number of
robots, even in expectation. They are NP-hard in the worst case and are limited by the
typical architectural down-sides of multi-robot systems that rely on centralized planners.
For example, central planners constitute computational and communication choke-points
and a single points of failure ( cf. e.g. [9]).
Since the centralized optimization problem acc. to (3.2) scales poorly, we will seek to
replace it by iteratively solving a sequence of individual, tractable problems similar to
(3.1). Due to the hardness of the original problem we will have to be satisﬁed if the
ensuing overall solution is not always socially optimal.

4. Mechanism
We propose an iterative mechanism that proceeds as follows:
In each iteration, agents plan independently based on their current beliefs of available
resources. Initially each agent assumes all resources are available. The planning process
in each agent r is done solving an opt. problem of the form (3.1).
Whenever a conflict is detected, the conflicting agents participate in an auction for the
contested resource. The winner is allowed to proceed as if no conflict had occurred while
the losers add new constraints preventing them from using the lost resource at the specific
time t where the conflict occurred in future iterations (i.e. they update their beliefs about
the available resources as encoded by R). Conﬂicts are resolved in time step order. That
is, a conﬂict that would lead to a collision at time t is resolved before a detected conﬂict
that would lead to a collision at time step t′ > t. If we deﬁne the auction horizon to
be the largest time step t where a conﬂict has been resolved then this horizon increases
monotonically from coordination iteration to iteration until no more conﬂicts arise.
Whenever an agent has won a resource for a certain time step t in past iterations that
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she does not need anymore in her current plan, she releases it for t and informs the other
agents of this event. Once all conflicts are resolved, the agents can execute their final
plans.
Winner determination of an auction proceeds as follows: All agents who simultaneously
(at the same coordination iteration i ∈ N0 ) plan to use a resource at the same time step t
submit a bid. The bid br (i) that each contestant r submits equals lr (i) − sr (i). Here, lr (i)
is the cost r expects to experience (given its current belief in i of the available resources)
if it would lose the resource. And, sr (i) is the cost r expects (given its current belief of
the available resources) to incur if it can keep using the contested resource. The winner is
determined to be the agent who submits the highest bid. If multiple agents have greater or
equal high bids than all the other ones (| arg maxa∈A ba (i)| ≥ 2), the robot with the highest
index wins.
To gain an intuitive motivation for the bidding rule, notice the bid quantiﬁes the regret an agent expects to have for losing the auction (given∑its current belief of the
availability of resources). Acknowledging that swinner (i) + a∈ losers la (i) is the estimated social cost (based on current beliefs of available resources) after the auction,
we see that the winner determination
rule greedily ∑
attempts to minimize social cost:
∑
∀r : bw (i) ≥ br (i) ⇔ ∀r : sr (i) + a̸=r la (i) ≥ sw (i) + a̸=w la (i).
Notice, there are several degrees of freedom regarding the architectural implementation
of the mechanism. For instance, to detect a conﬂict, all agents communicate their current plans to all other agents. With broadcast messages the communication eﬀort per
coordination iteration is hence in O(A) where A is the number of agents. Then each
agent would be responsible to detect the next conﬂict and arrange an auction with the
other agents. Alternatively, the mechanism designer could set up a number of additional
dedicated conﬂict detectors and auctioneers (e.g. one for a set of time steps or a set of
resources).
Before applying our mechanism to continuous distributed control under uncertainty in
Sec. 7 we devote the next section illustrating its behavior in deterministic graph routing.

5. Coordinated Path Planning in Graphs
In this section, we will discuss our mechanism’s properties in the context of path planning
in ﬁnite graphs.
Graphs are mathematical abstractions that are simple but reﬂect the essence of many realworld planning scenarios. A graph G = (V, E) is a pair consisting of a set V of vertices or
nodes and a set E ⊂ V 2 of edges. The edges impose a relation structure on the vertices.
In a robot path planning scenario the vertices could correspond to locations. Assuming
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5. Coordinated Path Planning in Graphs
discretized time we could construct G such that (v, v ′ ) ∈ E iﬀ a robot can travel from
location v to v ′ in one time step. Finally, we assume the robot incurs a cost ce > 0 for
traversing an edge e ∈ E. Depending on the objective, such a cost can model the time
delay (e.g. γ(e) = 1 [sec]) for moving from v to v ′ (where the vertices are chosen such that
e = (v, v ′ )).
As an illustration, consider a simple graph routing example. Two agents desire to ﬁnd
low-cost paths in a graph with transition costs as depicted in Fig. 5.1(a). Agent 1 desires
to ﬁnd a path from Node 1 to 5, Agent 2 from Node 2 to 6.
S (1)
Node 1

Node 2

1

2

1

I 11

4

11

Node 3

1

Node 5

1 1

I 21

Node 4

1

S(2)

1 1 1

1
Node 6

(a) Ex. 1.

11
D(1)

I 12

1 9
I 22

9 9
D (2)

(b) Ex. 2.

Figure 5.1.: Two examples. Numbers next to the edges denote the transition costs. Ex.2 :
S(a)/D(a): start/destination of agent a. Coordinated plans depicted in blue
(Agent 1) and cream (Agent 2) which happens to be socially optimal.
In the ﬁrst iteration (i = 1), Agent 1 and Agent 2 both assume they can freely use all
resources (nodes). Solving a binary linear program they generate their shortest paths as
p1 = (1 3 4 5 5...) and p2 = (2 3 4 6 6...), respectively. Detecting a conﬂict at time step 2 and
3, the agents enter an auction for contested Node 3. Agent 1’s estimated “detour cost”
for not winning Node 3 (assuming he will be allowed to use all other nodes in consecutive
time steps) is 2 which he places as a bid b1 (i) = 2. On the other hand, Agent 2’s detour
cost ist b2 (i) = l2 (i) − s2 (i) = 12 − 4 = 8 and hence, she wins the auction. Having lost,
Agent 1 adds a constraint to his description of his feasible set (more precisely to R) that
from now on prevents it from using Node 3 in time step 2. Replanning results in updated
plans p1 = (1 4 5 5 ...) and p2 = (2 3 4 6 6...). Being conﬂict-free now, these plans can be
executed by both agents.
Notice how the laziness of our method protected us from unnecessary computational eﬀort:
the initial conﬂict at time 3 (Node 4) was implicity resolved by the ﬁrst auction without the
need to set up an explicit auction for Node 4 or bidding on all combinations of availability
of Nodes 3 and 4.
Of, course, this positive eﬀect of laziness may not always bear fruit - in several situations
resolving a collision at one node may not prevent collisions from happening (or, trigger
new ones) at other nodes. As an example consider Ex. 2 in Fig. 5.1(b) and assume Agent
2’s initial plan visits Vertex I11 - after this conﬂict is resolved there will be a second at
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Figure 5.2.: Results of comparison between diﬀerent methods over 2000 randomized problem instances. The bars represent the percentages of the trials where... 1:
Γ(AU C) ≤ Γ(F P M ) 2: Γ(AU C) < Γ(F P M ) 3: Γ(AU C) ≤ Γ(BEST −
F P M ) 4: Γ(AU C) < Γ(BEST − F P M ) 5: Γ(AU C) = Γ(OP T ) 6:
Γ(F P M ) = Γ(OP T ).

Vertex I21.
Nonetheless, Ex. 1 was designed to provide an intuition that it often can lead to favorable
coordination outcomes. In Sec. 7, we provide an experimental investigation of the number
of collisions triggered in a typical multi-robot path planning scenario.
Comparison of social cost on randomized graphs. As explained above the myopic
and lazy nature of our method may save computational eﬀort during coordination possibly
at the price of higher social cost. On the other hand, its coordination eﬀort may at times
be higher than that of ﬁxed priority methods, so the overhead only seems justiﬁable if
resulting in lower social cost.
To obtain a ﬁrst assessment of our method’s (AUC) performance we compared it against
the ﬁxed priority method (FPM). The priorities were the same as the internal priorities
in our methods, i.e. equivalent to the robots’s indices. As an absolute performance
benchmark, we compared both methods to the optimal solutions computed by a centralized
BLP solver (CS).
The comparisons were conducted on 2000 randomized graph planning problems. In each
randomized trial, the planning environment was a forward directed graph similar in
structure to the one in Fig. 5.1(b) (b). Each graph had a random number of vertices
(L × N - graphs where number of layers L Unif({3, ..., 11}), number of nodes per layer
N Unif({3, ..., 11} ) and randomized vertex-transition costs drawn from Unif([1, ..., 200]).
The coordination task was to have each robot ﬁnd a cost optimal path through the randomized graph where the robots had a randomized start location in the ﬁrst layer and a
destination vertex in the last layer.
For each trial we compared the social costs of the plans generated with the diﬀerent
coordination methods. The results are depicted in Fig. 5.2.
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For a given problem instance, let Γ(AU C), Γ(F P M ), Γ(OP T ) denote the social cost of
the coordinated plan generated by our method, the ﬁxed priority methods FPM, and the
optimal social cost, respectively. Finally, let Γ(BEST − F P M ) be the social cost the
plans of the ﬁxed priority method with the best choice of priorities in hindsight would
have incurred.
The data show that our auction method performed optimally on 93 % of the problems (5)
while the ﬁxed priority method did so on only 62.2 %. Conversely, the ﬁxed priority method
outperformed our method only on 2.1 % (see bar (1)) while it was strictly outperformed
on 35.1 % of the randomized trials (2).

6. Modified Bids and Termination Guarantee
Many iterative coordination methods suﬀer from the limitation that they cannot be guaranteed to terminate in a ﬁnite number of coordination steps which can for instance happen
due to running into deadlocks or cycles.
In this section, we will present a slight modiﬁcation of our mechanism and discuss conditions under which it is guaranteed to terminate with a valid coordination solution when
applied in environments with a ﬁnite number of states (resources) but where we do allow
an inﬁnite planning horizon.
In lieu of the graph planning problems introduced in the previous section, we assume that
the planning environment is a graph G = (V, E). However, in order to prove termination
of our mechanism we make some additional assumptions. In particular, we assume G
is connected, ﬁnite, edge relation E is reﬂexive, the edge costs are uniformly 1, ∀v ∈ V :
deg(v) ≥ |A| each vertex has at least as many children as there are robots. Finally, we
assume that a robot that reaches its goal node is eﬀectively removed from the system
in subsequent time steps, i.e. seizes claiming any further resources (nodes) other robots
might want to visit after it has reached its goal.
In the modiﬁed version of our mechanism bidding for resources (nodes) will usually proceed
as described in Sec. 4. As a new exception to the normal rule, whenever a robot r bids for
the right to visit a node v ∈ V in time step t but has lost the right to use some node for
some later time step t + τ (τ ≥ 1) or has lost v ∈ V for time step t to some other robot in
a previous coordination iteration (who may have released it again in the mean time) then
r will submit the modiﬁed bid: br (i) = 1 − δ(lr (i) − sr (i)) where δ : R → {0, 1} denotes
the Kronecker delta function and l, s are deﬁned as usual (cf. Sec. 4).
Theorem 6.0.1 (Convergence Guarantee ) Under the assumptions listed above, our
modified auction mechanism generates a joint plan in a finite number of coordination
iterations that is legal (i.e. two consecutive nodes in the plan sequence of nodes are always
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connected by an edge in E), collision-free and allows all robots to reach their destinations,
regardless of the (mutually exclusive) start and goal nodes.
The formal proof is technical and rather lengthy and is omitted at this point. However, we
will provide a detailed discussion and derivation of a generalized version of the modiﬁed
algorithm in Sec. A.

7. Distributed control in a spatially
continuous world and under uncertainty
7.1. Preliminaries- Sampling-based control and obstacle
avoidance
Multi-robot motion planning and control problems in continuous maps have been addressed with mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) techniques [26]. Typically they
rely on time-discretization only, without prior space-discretization. However, they are
commonly solved with a centralized planner and typically do not take uncertainty into
account. Recently, stochastic control methods have been suggested for single-robot path
planning that accommodate for uncertainty in the eﬀect of control signals. For instance,
Blackmore et. al. [5] discuss a particle-based method that can be used to generate a
low-cost trajectory for a vehicle that avoids obstacles with adjustably high conﬁdence.
In their model, the plans pa are time-discrete sequences of control inputs. The spatial
location xat of Robot a at time t is assumed to be a linear function of all previous control
inputs plus some iid random perturbations ν0 , ..., νt−1 ∼ D. So, given plan pa , drawing
n samples of perturbations for all time steps generates N possible sequences of locations
a,(j)
(particles) (xt )t (j = 1, ..., N ) Robot a could end up in when executing his plan.
a,(j)

a,(j)

(j)

(j)

Formally, xt
= ft (x0 , ua0 , ..., uat−1 , ν0 , ..., νt−1 ) (j = 1, ..., N ) where ft is a linear
a
function and u0 , ..., uat−1 is a sequence of control inputs as speciﬁed by Robot a’s plan.
Due to this functional relationship we can constrain Robot a’s MILP’s search for optimal
control inputs by adding constraints on the particles.
Let T be the number of time steps given by the time horizon and temporal resolution.
That is, t ∈ {1, ..., T }. Furthermore, let F be the free-space, i.e. the set of all locations
that do not belong to an obstacle. Obstacle avoidance is realized by specifying a chance
/ F ) ≤ δ on the actual location of the robot. For practical purposes,
constraint Pr((xat )t∈T ∈
a
/ F ) is estimated by Monte-Carlo approximation leading to the approximated
Pr((xt )t∈T ∈
a,(j)
chance constraint N1 |(xt )t∈T ∈
/ F, i = 1, ..., N | ≤ δ which we add to Robot a’s individual
MILP [5].
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a,(1)

If D is a unimodal and light-tailed distribution (e.g. a Gaussian), the particles xt
for a at time step t typically form a cluster mostly centered around the mean.

a,(N )

, ..., xt

Note that the uncertainties due to the random perturbations accumulate over time. Hence,
the standard error of the particle clusters along a robot’s trajectory can be expected to
increase with t.

7.2. Multi-Robot motion control under uncertainty
As collision-free plans are found by solving a MILP we could combine both approaches to
a multi-robot stochastic control mechanism: Integrating the individual MILP’s into one
large central MILP (cf. to Eq. 3.2 in Sec. 3) we could then add an appropriate inter-robot
constraint for each combination of particles in order to avoid collisions. Unfortunately,
the number of integer constraints would grow superlinearly in the number of particles
and even exponentially in the number of robots, rendering this approach computationally
intractable.
Instead, we propose to apply our mechanism as follows: Each robot solves its local MILP
to ﬁnd a plan that corresponds to sequences of n particle trajectories. When two (or more)
a,(1)
a,(N )
r,(1)
r,(N )
robots a, r, .. detect their particle clusters {xt , ..., xt
}, {xt , ..., xt
},.. ‘get too
close’, they suspect a conﬂict and participate in an auction. The winner gets to use the
contested region, while the losers receive constraints that correspond to a virtual obstacle
(that is valid for time step t) and replan. Notice, for notational convenience, we omit the
explicit mention of the coordination iteration i in our notation throughout the rest of the
section.
Next, we will explain the application of our mechanism to the continuous path planning
problem in greater detail. Every robot employs the path planning algorithm as described
in [5] to generate a particle-trajectory that is optimal for him. As explained in Sec. 4
the mechanism requires the robots to exchange their plans in every coordination iteration.
However, they do not need to exchange all particles constituting their trajectories – it
suﬃces only to exchange the optimal control inputs that lead to the particle trajectories
(alongside the state or seed of their own pseudo-random-generator with which they drew
their disturbance parameters).
With this knowledge all the other robots are able to exactly reconstruct each others’
particle trajectories. Now each robot locally carries out a test for collision by calculating
the probability of a collision for each plan of every other robot.
a,(1)

a,(N )

Let {xt , . . . , xt
} be the particle cluster that probabilistically describes the desired
r,(1)
r,(N )
position of Robot a at time step t. Furthermore, let {xt , . . . , xt
} be the particle
cluster of Robot r. Let ϵ be a predetermined parameter representing the minimum distance
allowed between two robots. For instance, we could set ϵ = 2d where d is the diameter of
the robots which is a reasonable choice when deﬁning a robot’s location as the cartesian
coordinates of his center point.
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The probability of a collision of Robot a and Robot r at time step t is
∫ ∫
Pr(∥xat − xrt ∥ < ϵ) = Exat ,

xrt

{χC } =

χC (xat , xrt )f (xat )f (xrt )dxat dxrt

N N
1 ∑∑
r,j
≈ 2
χC (xa,k
t , xt )
N

(7.1)
(7.2)

k=1 j=1

where f (xat ) and f (xrt ) are the densities representing the uncertainty regarding Robot a’s
and Robot r’s locations, respectively, given the histories of their control inputs and where
{
1 , for ∥xat − xrt ∥ < ϵ
χC (xat , xrt ) :=
0 , otherwise.
Therefore, the probability of a collision of Robot a and Robot r at time step t is approximated by their respective particle representations. If this approximated probability is
above a predeﬁned threshold δ, the robots engage in an auction for the contested spatial
resource, as described in previous sections. The resource in this case corresponds to the
right to pass through. We propose its denial to be embodied by a new virtual obstacle the
loser of the auction, say Robot r, will have to avoid (but only at time t). By placing the
virtual obstacle around the winner’s location estimate at time step t, we will reduce the
chance of a collision. We represent the new obstacle by a square (if planning takes place
in higher dimensions a hypercube) Bα+ϵ (x̄at ) with side length α + ϵ and centered at the
sample mean x̄at of Robot a at time step t. The choice of this representation is motivated
by the fact that the chance constraints for a square-obstacle can be encoded by merely
four linear and a few additional integer constraints [4, 5].
Obviously, the larger the virtual obstacle, the lower the probability of a collision between
the robots. On the other hand, an overly large additional obstacle shrinks the free-space
and may unsuitably increase path costs or even lead to deadlocks. Next, we will derive
coarse mathematical guidelines for how to set the size of the virtual obstacle in order to
avoid a collision with a predeﬁned probability.
Let t be a ﬁxed time step. Let C := {(xat , xrt )|(∥xat − xrt ∥ < ϵ)} be the event of a collision
and E := {(xat , xrt )|∥xat − x̄at ∥2 ≤ α} the event that the true position of Robot a at time
step t deviates no more than α from the mean of its position estimate given by sample
mean x̄at . By introducing a chance constraint with threshold 2δ ,
Pr[xrt ∈ Bϵ+α (x̄a )] <

δ
2

(7.3)

we enforce a bound on the collision probability. Introduction of the virtual obstacle to
Robot r’s constraints induces his planner to adjust the control inputs such that the fracr,(j)
tion of particles (xt )i=1,...,N that are inside the square box Bϵ+α (x̄a ) with edge length
α + ϵ around sample mean x̄at is bounded (and by particle approximation of the chance
constraint, hence also the (approximated) probability that Robot r is inside the box).
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Parameter α needs to be speciﬁed after the desired δ is deﬁned and we will now discuss a
proposal how this can be done.
Let K be the event {(xat , xrt )|xrt ∈ Bϵ+α (x̄a ))}.
We have Pr(C) = Pr(C ∩E)+Pr(C ∩¬E) = Pr(C ∩E∩K)+Pr(C ∩E∩¬K)+Pr(C ∩¬E) =
Pr(C ∩ E ∩ K) + Pr(C ∩ ¬E) where the last equality holds since Pr(C ∩ E ∩ ¬K) = 0.
Furthermore, Pr(C ∩ E ∩ K) ≤ Pr(K) and Pr(C ∩ ¬E) ≤ Pr(¬E). Hence,
Pr(C) ≤ Pr(K) + Pr(¬E)

(7.4)

Due to chance constraint (7.3) we know that control inputs are found that (for suﬃciently
large N ) ensure that Pr(K) < 2δ . Hence, all we are left to do is to determine box parameter
α such that Pr(¬E) ≤ 2δ .

7.2.1. Collision bounds assuming isotropic Gaussian noise
For now, let the distributions of Robot a be an isotropic Gaussian with covariance matrix
Σ = σ 2 I where I is the identity matrix. We can then control Pr(¬E) by computing the
σ-bounds of the normal distribution (considering the masses of its tails). For instance,
an upper bound 2δ = 0.05 on the collision probability can be achieved by setting α := 2σ
and a bound of 10 percent by setting α := 1.64σ. Of course such an ad hoc method
would not work if we can sample from the noise distributions but are oblivious of their
analytical nature and it would be desirable to have collision bounds that are distributionindependent. Deriving such bounds is our next objective.

7.2.2. Distribution-independent collision bounds
√1 || · ||∞ ,
2
Pr(∥xat − x̄at ∥∞

we have Pr(¬E) = Pr(∥xat − x̄at ∥2 ≥ α) ≤ Pr( √12 ∥xat − x̄at ∥∞ ≥
√
α) = 1 −
≤ 2α) =: Pta (α). Utilizing Whittle’s generalization of Chebyshev’s inequality [28] yields an upper bound β(xat , α) on Pta (α). For the two-dimensional
case we have Pr(¬E) ≤ Pta (α) ≤ β(xat , α)

Since || · ||2 ≤

where

β(xat , α) =

1 a
1√ a
a
(c
+
c
)
+
(ct,11 + cat,22 )2 − 4(cat,12 )2
t,22
α2 t,11
α2

and cat,ij denotes the covariance of xat between dimensions i and j.
For a larger number of particles (so we can expect x̄at to coincide with the true mean)
this bound constitutes a formula, describing how to set box-size parameter α to ensure
Pr(¬E) < 2δ .
Finally, by referring to Eq. 7.4 and Eq. 7.3 we see that we have
Pr(C) ≤
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δ
δ
+ Pr(¬E) ≤ + β(xat , α)
2
2

(7.5)

7.3. Experiments

which provides a recipe that allows us to bound collision probability Pr(C) below free
parameter δ by adjusting virtual obstacle parameter α.
Note, since approximate bound β is distribution-independent the bound holds for any
noise distribution that governs our uncertainty.

7.3. Experiments
We consider three diﬀerent path planning
scenarios, all with planning horizon of length ten, in our simulations:
• A simple example with only two robots to illustrate the very basic functionality of
the mechanism.
• A quantitative evaluation of the average runtime behaviour for an increasing number
of robots in an environment with a ﬁxed number of obstacles.
• A quantitative evaluation of the average number of conﬂicts to be resolved by the
mechanism in an increasingly complex environment for a ﬁxed number of robots.
In all simulations the sample distribution for the robots was chosen as isotropic zero-mean
white Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.001.
For an illustration, consider the simulations of a two-robot planning scenario depicted in
Fig 7.1. Here two robots 1 and 2 started at locations at the bottom of a map. When
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(c) Updated conﬂict-free
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Figure 7.1.: Simple example. Blue box: obstacle. Dashed box: virtual obstacle for Robot
2 for time step 4 (after he lost an auction against Robot 1).
generating paths to destinations at the far side of the map, they desired to avoid the
obstacles (blue rectangles). Their control inputs were accelerations and their state space
consisted of locations and velocities. Each robot’s cost function quantiﬁed the sum of
expected ℓ1 distances to the robot’s destination of the generated trajectory.
Planning independently with the particle-control method, the robots found their individually cost-optimal trajectories as depicted in Figs. 7.1(a) and 7.1(b). Note, how the spread
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of their particle clusters increases as the uncertainties accumulate over time. Getting too
close to each other at time step four (i.e. causing our coll. probability estimate to exceed
our threshold δ) and auction was invoked where Robot 1 was determined to be the winner.
Hence, Robot 2 got a constraint corresponding to a virtual obstacle (dashed box) for time
step 4 denying access through the left gap for t = 4 and inducing him to instead take the
(originally costlier) way around through the right gap (Fig. 7.1(c)).
It should be expected that the number of iterations of our mechanism depends on the
number of collisions during coordination, which in turn, should increase with the number
(and size) of obstacles (or decrease with available free-space) and the number of robots in
the system. To develop an intuition for the dependence of run-time on these factors we
conducted randomized experiments (with varying robot destinations and obstacle placements) in which run-time and number of collisions were recorded. The results for ten
robots with varying starts, destinations and obstacles are depicted in the left part of Fig.
7.2.
In a third round of simulations, the obstacles were placed at ﬁxed positions together with
ﬁxed, equally spaced, starting positions for the robots. In order to provoke potential
conﬂicts, the robots’ goals were drawn at random from a uniform distribution. We iteratively added more robots to the planning scenario and set up the mechanism to calculate
conﬂict-free plans for varying numbers of robots. The results are depicted in the right plot
of Fig. 7.2.

Collisions occurred

Run-time in sec

The simulations were implemented in MATLAB, with no particular emphasis on runtime optimization and all experiments were executed on a standard desktop computer. In
summary, Fig. 7.2 illustrates that both the number of coordination iterations (collisions)
and run-time increased moderately with increasing problem complexity.

Number of obstacles

Number of robots

Figure 7.2.: Left: Number of arising conﬂicts vs. varying number of obstacles. Right:
Runtime in seconds vs. number of robots. Plots show averages and standard
deviations over 50 Monte-Carlo runs of randomized problems.
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8. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a distributed, auction-ﬂavoured multi-robot coordination
mechanism. It is lazy in the sense that the agents only coordinate when necessary (due to
conﬂicting resource usage), generating conﬂict free plans. We showed how such a myopic
coordination mechanism can be applied to the MILP formulation of a multi-robot path
planning problem, taking uncertainty about the robots’ positions into account. Using our
distributed mechanism in this scenario can be expected to be computationally more attractive, as we replace the intractable centralized problem by a succession of signiﬁcantly
more tractable single-robot MILPs.
Our simulations suggest that the overall coordination and communication overhead scales
well in the number of agents and the complexity of the environment. For planning problems
in continuous, uncertain environments we have linked our approach to a particle-based
open-loop control method and have given probabilistic bounds on the collision probability
as a function of the size of the virtual obstacles we introduced to achieve coordination.
Furthermore, for a slight modiﬁcation of the bidding rules, we showed it is possible to give
theoretical termination guarantees for a large class of graph planning problems (refer to
[7]). While our mechanism will not always achieve socially optimal coordination, our initial
experiments on graph planning problems suggest that it can on most problems and that
our approach seems often advantageous over simple ﬁxed priority methods that are still
widely used in practice. A theoretical elucidation of the nature of problem instances where
this is guaranteed to be (or not to be) the case, alongside more extended experimental
validations, will be conducted in the context of future work.
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A. Coordination in discrete graphs
If a coordination mechanism is to be applied in a time-critical scenario it can be important
to consider the termination properties. That is, is the coordination method guaranteed to
reach a coordination solution in a ﬁnite number of iterations? For a slight modiﬁcation of
our mechanism we can give an aﬃrmative answer in environments with a ﬁnite number
of states (resources) but a (countably) inﬁnite planning horizon. Such planning problems
can be formalized as path planning problems in graphs.
After formalizing the problem statement we provide a formal discussion of the circumstances under which we are indeed able to prove that our modiﬁed mechanism is guaranteed to achieve coordination in a ﬁnite number of iterations. The section concludes with
a proof of this termination guarantee.

A.1. Problem statement and conventions
We assume the following model: Let R = {R1 , ..., RM } be the set of resources (states
/locations) in the system that robots 1, ..., A can claim in a discrete sequence of time steps
t = 1, 2, ..., ∞. Remember, safety dictates that resource claims are mutually exclusive (i.e.
no two robots can simultaneously use the same resource). Therefore, we assume that the
number of resources is at least as high as the number of robots, 0 < A ≤ M .
Assuming not all states are reachable from all other states in one time step, we can express
the reachability (within one time step) as a sequence of relations Et = (R × R)t (t ∈ N0 )
where (Ru , Rv ) ∈ Et iﬀ a robot can reach Rv at time step t + 1 when it is in Ru at time
step t.1 Let Zta denote the state robot a plans to occupy at time t. In this environment,
a legal open-loop plan corresponds to a sequence of states (Zta )t∈N0 such that ∀t ∈ N0 :
a ) ∈ E . Furthermore, the overall plan now corresponds to the joint sequence
(Zta , Zt+1
t
(Zt )t∈N0 where Zt = Zt1 × . . . × ZtA .
We can express this model as a graph planning problem. Spatio-temporal graph G = (V, E)
consists of vertices V = {vt,m |t ∈ N0 , m ∈ {1, ..., M }} where vertex vt,m corresponds to
state Rm at time t. So the graph consists of an inﬁnite number of time layers (“rows”)
indexed by t and each of the M “columns” corresponds to one state each. The set of edges
reﬂects the reachability conditions deﬁned above. That is, we assume (vt,l , vt+1,m ) ∈ E iﬀ
(Rl , Rm ) ∈ Et . For an illustration refer to Fig. A.1.
1

For simplicity, we tacitly assume homogenous robot capabilities that are known in advance.
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Figure A.1.: Left: Spatial graph with M = 3 resources. Right: First three time layers
(rows) of corresponding spatio-temporal graph.
With these notions in mind, robot a’s plan in coordination iteration i can be represented
as a sequence of vertices in spatio-temporal graph G. We denote this sequence as (zta (i))
where zta (i) ∈ {vt,1 , ..., vt,M } is the vertex robot a intends to visit in time layer t. Notice
the relationship zta (i) = vt,m ⇔ Zta (i) = Rm .
When executing a plan that involves a state transition corresponding to using an edge in
E the robot receives a cost speciﬁed by edge cost function γ a : E → R+ . (Note, abovementioned cost function ca on the set of feasible plans can now be deﬁned as the sum of
all costs of edges (acc. to γ a ) the plan would have to use to generate the implied sequence
of nodes.)
At time t = 0, robots 1, ..., A are in their start states S(1) ∈ R, ..., S(A) ∈ R, respectively
(S(a) ̸= S(r), ∀a ̸= r). That is they are all at distinct nodes in (time-) layer 0. The
planning problem can now be expressed as ﬁnding a collection of low-social cost openloop plans corresponding to legal sequences of states (nodes) (zta )t∈N0 (a ∈ A) such that
the local constraints are met, they are collision-free (i.e. zta ̸= ztr , ∀t ∈ N0 ∀a ̸= r) and
the robots reach their destinations from their start states. Note, for convenience we will
not always explicitly distinguish between a column (v0,m , v1,m , ...) in the graph and the
corresponding resource Rm .

A.2. Further Assumptions
To show that our mechanism is guaranteed to achieve coordination, we will consider the
system dynamics. Notice, there are diﬀerent facets we can consider: (I) the coordination
dynamics which we deﬁne to govern the evolution of plans or global state assignments
(zt )t∈N0 (i) as a function of iteration index i, and (II) the execution dynamics which we
deﬁne to dictate the evolution of states zt (i) as a function of time index t for a given, ﬁxed
iteration i. Below, we will consider an intermediate level of dynamics. We will elucidate
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the execution dynamics until a ﬁnite time horizon for iterations that have established the
absence of conﬂicts until that horizon.
Our mechanism can be demonstrated to empirically perform well in real-world settings.
However, in order to be able to deliver a formal proof that establishes a guaranteed coordination success in a ﬁnite number of coordination iterations we introduce a number of
additional assumptions:
• (A1) There exists a path from every vertex (location) to every other vertex in later
time layers of the spatio-temporal graph.
• (A2) Every vertex has at least |A| children, where A is the set of robots competing
for resources.
• (A3) State transition costs are uniformly positive. That is, all agents incur constant
costs for using an edge: γ a (e) = k ∈ R+ , ∀a ∈ A, e ∈ E
• (A4) Once a robot reaches its goal, it disappears from the system/planning problem
(i.e. discontinues to claim any resources in subsequent time steps).
• (A5) The robots’ individual planning algorithms are suitable and produce only legal
plans. Furthermore, given the number of available resources each robot’s planner is
always capable of ﬁnding a cost optimal path between start state and destination
state given the robots knowledge of available states.
• (A6) Robots can opt to remain where they are. That is, the transition relation is
reﬂexive: ∀t ∈ N0 , m ∈ {1, ..., M } : (vt,m , vt,m ) ∈ E.
• (A7) The environment is static, i.e. ∀t ∈ N0 : Et = Et+1 .
• (A8) The reachability relation is delayed symmetric, i.e. ∀j, m ∈ {1, ..., M }∀t :
(Rm , Rj ) ∈ Et ⇒ (Rj , Rm ) ∈ Et+1 .
Assumption A1 is necessary to ensure all mutually exclusive conﬁgurations of start and
destination locations correspond to a feasible plan resulting in a path that connects them.
Positivity of costs required in A3 is reasonable in virtually all physical systems. If we
lifted it (see below) this can result in simpliﬁcations guaranteeing optimal solutions of
our mechanism for certain cost maps and in robots never having an incentive to reaching
their destinations (also see the discussion below). The requirement that edge cost is a
constant implies that a cost-optimal path is also a path with a minimal number of hops
(vertex visitations). Assumption A2 will prove important to ensure that any robot that
loses a resource actually can be guaranteed to be able to execute an alternative plan not
involving this resource under all circumstances. Finally, A4 is an assumption mostly found
in multi-robot coordination papers that provide theoretical guarantees. It ensures that no
robot’s destination is occluded by other (idle) robots that already reached their goals.
While assumption A4 obviously does restrict the applicability to some settings. Still,
there many scenarios where A4 is met or which can be modiﬁed accordingly (eg by an
external robot pick-up mechanism). For formal reasons, we model A4 by deﬁning that if
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Robot r reaches its destination in iteration Tr along a conﬂict-free path then it plans on
using a virtual dummy resource Rm+r (which no other robot ever claims) from then on:
ZTr r (i) = D(r) ⇒ ZTr r +t = Rm+r , ∀t ∈ N − {0}. Notice, it would be equally suﬃcient to lift
A4 and replace it by another assumption stating that the destinations of the robots are
never blocking the pathways of other robots to their destinations. This could be assured
if the robots’ destinations are dead ends (in which case we would adapt A2 to exclude
destinations). For instance, in a multi-vehicle scenario the destinations could be distinct
car ports.
A5 simply states that the robots are capable of making individually optimal decisions. In
the graph planning scenario they could simply employ prominent shortest-path algorithms
such as A∗ or Dijkstra’s algorithm [12]. It is obvious that this requirement is important
since our mechanism relies on the cost estimations of the local planning algorithms to
compute the bids and since all robots need to have working planning algorithms to compute
the paths that lead them to their destinations.

A.3. Modified mechanism and termination guarantee
Definition A.3.1 ((Individual) Loss Horizon (ilh)) For coordination iteration i, Robot
r’s current individual loss horizon ilhr (i) is defined as the largest time step where Robot
r has lost a resource to a competing agent in iteration i or in previous coordination iterations. We say that the vertices vt,m where t ∈ ilhr (i) are on the individual loss horizon and
define ILH r (i) := {vt,m ∈ V |t ∈ ilhr (i)} to be the set of these spatio-temporal vertices.
Note, that in iteration i, every robot r believes that all spatio-temporal vertices vt,m with
t > ilhr (i) are available (of course, it may turn out that r loses vt,m in a subsequent
iteration i′ > i in which case ilhr (i) < ilhr (i′ ).

A.3.1. Modified bidding behaviour
As mentioned above we will modify our mechanism in order to establish provable convergence. In the modiﬁed mechanism each robot r maintains a list data structure Lr
containing spatio-temporal vertices which he has lost in past iterations. We will call this
list loss horizon list as it keeps track of r’s individual loss horizon. Furthermore, it serves
as a memory of the iteration order in which spatio-temporal vertices have been initially
lost. The bidding mechanism will be as described in Sec. 4 for the most recently lost
vertex and vertices beyond a robot’s loss horizon but will ensure that bids for all other
vertices are restricted to {0, k}. While this property is a restriction in bidding ﬂexibility
(and possibly may result in higher social cost for certain problem instances) we leverage
this restriction in our proof of the convergence theorem given below.
At the beginning of the coordination process each robot starts out with an empty list Lr .
Whenever r loses a spatio-temporal vertex, say vt,m , which is not already in the list, he
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inserts it to the ﬁrst position of the list such that there is no vertex with larger time index
t′ > t behind vt,m in the list. Hence, if Lru denotes the uth element of the list then we
have ∀u < u′ ∈ N : ((Lru = vt,m ∧ Lru′ = vt′ ,j ⇒ t ≥ t′ ) and (if t = t′ then vt,m was lost in
a later coordination iteration than vt′ ,j )). By construction, the ﬁrst entry top (Lr ) of list
Lr is the vertex of the highest time layer that r lost (for the ﬁrst time) in the most recent
iteration.
For reasons that are important for the proof of Thm. A.3.2 below, the loss horizon list is
constructed to never shrink– although it is permissable to remove all nodes of lower time
steps than top(Lr (i)) to save storage space.
The key diﬀerence between the generic mechanism described in Sec. 4 comes to bear
when we consider bidding. Assume Robot r bids for vertex vt,j in iteration i and let
vt′ ,m = top (Lr ). If t > t′ or vt,j = vt′ ,m then r submits the usual bid
br (i) = lr (i) − sr (i)
as described in Sec 4. Otherwise however, r submits the bid
br (i) = k − k δ(lr (i) − sr (i))

(A.1)

where k is the constant transition cost acc. to A3 and δ : R → {0, 1} denotes the
Kronecker delta function. Therefore, bids below the individual loss horizon are always in
{0, k} and can only qualitatively express whether losing a node is a detour (br (i) = k) or
not (br (i) = 0). By contrast, bids for vertices beyond ilhr (i) express a quantiﬁcation of
the magnitude of the detour cost losing the auction is anticipated to entail. We will use
this bid construction to show that the bids consequently always are in {0, k} which in turn
is a stepping stone in proving convergence Thm. A.3.2 stated below.

A.3.2. Termination guarantee
Theorem A.3.2 (Termination Guarantee ) Provided the definitions and assumptions
above hold, our modified mechanism generates a joint plan in a finite number of iterations
that is legal, collision-free and allows all robots to reach their destinations, regardless of
the (mutual exclusive) start states. That is:
∀ injective S, D : A → R ∃T 1 , . . . , T A , i ∈ N0 ∀a, r ∈ A, a ̸= r, t : zta (i) ̸= ztr (i) ∧ ZTa a (i) =
D(a) ∧ Z0a (i) = S(a).

Before attempting a formal proof we will give an informal outline as follows: The motivation behind augmenting the bidding rule by the one in Eq. A.1 was to ensure that
we can show that all bids for a vertex whose loss would result in an increase in the path
length of the bidders all equal k (see Lemma A.3.3 given below). Therefore, the robot A
with the highest priority only loses bids for resources when there is an alternative route
to his destination of equally short path length (avoiding the lost spatio-temporal vertex).
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Notation
A
A
a, r
t
i
R1 , ..., RM
G = (V, E)
Et
vt,m
ztr (i)
Ztr (i)
δ
S(r), D(r)
k
ilhr (i)
br (i)
H(vt,m , Rs )
hri (vt,m , Rs )
Vtr (i)

Meaning
set of robots
number of robots competing for resources (A ≤ |A|)
indices of robots r and a
ordinal time index
coordination iteration index
resources / locations / nodes in spatial graph
spatio-temporal graph
edges connecting temporal layers t and t + 1.
spatio-temp. vertex in time layer t corresp. to resource Rm in spatial graph
spatio-temp. vertex in time layer t r plans (in coordination iteration i) to use.
spatial vertex (resource) used by r at time t in iteration i.
Kronecker delta
start, goal vertex of robot r.
positive, uniform edge cost
indiv. loss horizon of robot r in coord. iteration i (ref. Def. A.3.1)
bid robot r submits in coord. iteration i
min-hop-distance/ geodesic distance between Rm and Rs
r′ s hop-dist. between nodes in spatio-temp. graph given the history of vertices lost up to i
set of reachable nodes in time layer t r has not lost up to coord. iteration i
Table A.1.: Reference table of frequently used notation.

Hence, this robot will always reach his destination in a ﬁnite number T A of time steps,
where T A is the number of state transitions along a shortest path (cf. Lemma A.3.4 given
below). Due to A4, Robot A is eﬀectively removed from the path-planning process beyond
time step T A and we can show convergence of the remaining A − 1 robots’ coordination
problem with a recursive argument.

A.3.3. Derivation of Theorem A.3.2
Before commencing with our derivations we will need to establish a bit more notation and
terminology that builds on the notions already deﬁned above. For convenience a summary
of the introduced notation is depicted in Tab.
We deﬁne the min-hop-distance H(vt,s , Rd ) between a spatio-temporal vertex vt,s and a
resource Rd as the minimum length of a path leading from vt,m into the column representing
Rd . The min-hop-distance is a property of the graph. It could also be deﬁned as the
geodesic distance or shortest path length between Rs and Rd in the spatial graph.
By contrast, for robot r, we deﬁne his conceived hop-distance hri (vt,s , Rd ) between a spatiotemporal vertex vt,s and a resource Rd as the minimum length of a path leading from vt,m
into the column representing Rd , given r’s current belief about available vertices for time
steps τ ≥ t, given the auction history of won and lost resources up to iteration i. The
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term hop − distance is motivated by the fact that the length of the path measures the
number of vertex transitions (“hops”). A shortest path between two vertices or resources
is one with minimum length.
Before proving our termination guarantee, we will need to establish the following two
lemmata.
Lemma A.3.3 Let k be the constant transition cost mentioned in Assumption A3. Assume, in iteration i, Robot r bids for a spatio-temporal vertex vt,m where t ∈ N, m ∈
{1, ..., M }. Furthermore, assume A1-A5 hold and A6- A8 hold for all time layers of the
spatio-temporal graph beyond the robot’s loss horizon (i.e. ∀Eτ where τ ≥ ilhr (i)).
{

Then we have
br (i) = lr (i) − sr (i) =

k, lr (i) > sr (i)
0, otherwise

where br (i) is Robot r’s bid in iteration i and lr (i), sr (i) are the path costs estimates under
the assumptions that vt,m is not or is available, respectively (cf. Sec. 4).

PROOF. If contested node vt,m is below the robot’s individual loss horizon, by construction of the loss list Lr , the bid is br (i) = k − k δ(lr (i) − sr (i)) ∈ {0, k} (cf. Sec. A, Eq.
A.1). So, throughout the rest of the proof, we assume vt,m is on or beyond r’s individual
loss horizon, i.e. t ≥ ilhr (i).
Due to Assumption A3, there is a directly proportional one-to-one correspondence between
length of a path (number of time steps until destination) and path cost. That is, any path
of hop-length λ incurs a cost of k ∗ λ where k is the uniform transition cost. Therefore,
any min-cost path is also a shortest path (in terms of the number of hops).
Remember, lr (i) is the cost of the min-cost path connecting S(r) and D(r) given robot
r’s belief (in iteration i) about the available resources, under the condition that r will not
be allowed to use vt,m , i.e. lr (i) = k (t − 1) + k minv∈Vtr (i)−{vt,m } hri (v, D(r)) where Vtr (i)
is the set of all reachable (given the auction history) nodes in time layer t available to
r (ie not lost). Similarly, sr (i) is the cost of r’s min-cost path under the condition that
he assumes vt,m to be available. That is, sr (i) = k (t − 1) + k hri (vt,m , D(r)). Notice,
we can show with A2 that we have Vtr (i) − {vt,m } ̸= ∅. Hence, br (i) = lr (i) − sr (i) =
[minv∈Vtr (i)−{vt,m } k hri (v, D(r))] − k hri (vt,m , D(r)) ∈ kN0 . That is,
br (i) ∈ kN0 .
Let v ∗ ∈ arg minv∈Vtr (i)−{vt,m } k hri (v, D(r)) such that v ∗ would be chosen by r’s individual planner if vt,m were lost. Assumption A5 implies vt,m ∈ arg minv∈Vtr (i) k hri (v, D(r)),
yielding

r

b (i) =
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[k hri (v ∗ , D(r))]

{
−

k hri (vt,m , D(r))

= 0, hri (vt,m , D(r)) = hri (v ∗ , D(r))
≥ k, otherwise.

A.3. Modified mechanism and termination guarantee
Notice, for all vertices {vτ,j |τ ≥ ilhr (i) = t, j ∈ {1, ..., M }} on or beyond the individual
loss horizon the min-hop-distance to the destination equals the conceived hop-distance.
That is, we have H(vτ,j , D(r)) = hri (vτ,j , D(r)), ∀τ ≥ ilhr (i)∀j. Hence,

br (i) = [k H(v ∗ , D(r))] − k H(vt,m , D(r))

{

= 0, H(vt,m , D(r)) = H(v ∗ , D(r))
≥ k, otherwise.

(A.2)

Remember, we assume Robot r enters an auction in iteration i to compete for resource
(vertex) vt,m which is on or beyond its indiv. loss horizon. Compared to the resource
r (i) occupied in the previous time step, visiting contested vertex v
Zt−1
t,m would either
result in
r (i), D(r))),
• (I) the same min-hop-distance (H(vt,m , D(r)) = H(zt−1
r (i), D(r))) or,
• (II) r having moved closer to D(r) (H(vt,m , D(r)) < H(zt−1
r (i), D(r))).
• (III) r having increased the min-hop-distance (H(vt,m , D(r)) > H(zt−1

In the remainder of the proof we show br (i) ∈ {0, k} for each of the three cases.
CASE I: We have two subcases. (I.i) There is an alternative node v ∗ ∈ Vt (i) such that
H(v ∗ , D(r)) = H(vt,m , D(r)) and hence, br (i) = 0 (cf. Eq. A.2).
(I.ii) Due to A5 and since the robot had chosen vt,m over v ∗ ∈ Vt (i), the only alternative
r (i) be the resource occupied in
to (I.i) is H(v ∗ , D(r)) > H(vt,m , D(r)). Let Rj := Zt−1
time step t − 1 according to the current plan. (t + 1) > ilhr (i) implies that Robot r has
not lost vt+1,j in an auction and that Assumptions A7 and A8 hold in time layer t + 1.
A7 and A8 yield that vt+1,j can be reached from v ∗ (incurring cost k). Now, lr (i) = k (t −
1) + k + k H(v ∗ , D(r)) = k (t − 1) + 2k + k H(vt+1,j , D(r)) = k (t − 1) + 2k + k H(vt,m , D(r))
where the last equality is implied by the fact that H(vt+1,j , D(r)) = H(vt,j , D(r)) =
H(vt−1,j , D(r)) = H(vt,m , D(r)) and the previous one both from H(vt+1,j , D(r)) = H(vt,m , D(r))
and H(v ∗ , D(r)) = k + H(vt,m , D(r)). On the other hand, sr (i) = k (t − 1) + k +
k H(vt,m , D(r)). Hence, br (i) = lr (i) − sr (i) = k.
CASE II: Obviously, r’s previous column in the spatio-temporal graph changes (i.e. he
uses a diﬀerent resource), since otherwise, the min-hop-distance could not decrease between
r (i) = v
time steps t−1 and t. That is, Rm ̸= Rj where zt−1
t−1,j . Losing vt,m (ie Rm in time
step t) can either mean that (II.i) there is an alternative available vertex in time layer t
(Robot r can route a path through) that reduces the min-hop-distance to the destination
or, (II.ii) there is not. As always, let v ∗ denote the vertex r’s planning algorithm determines
to be the second best to choose in time step t if vt,m is unavailable.
First, assume (II.i). Then H(vt,m , D(r)) = H(v ∗ , D(r)) and thus (cf. Eq. A.2), br (i) = 0.
Conversely, assume (II.ii). Hence, lr (i) > sr (r). Let resource index j be chosen such that
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r (i). We have t ≥ ilhr (i).
Rj = Zt−1

Assume t = ilhr (i). Once again, we have multiple subcases: (a) In case vt,j has been lost
before, it is listed in loss horizon list Lr (cf. Sec. A.3.1). In that case, due to A5, the
robot must have lost vt,m in an even earlier iteration vt,j (since it is the “better node”).
Hence, vt,m ∈ Lr , vt,m ̸= top(Lr ) yielding br (i) = k acc. to Eq. A.1, as explained in Sec.
A.3.1. (b) Otherwise, if vt,j has not been lost it is available. That is, intuitively speaking,
the robot can opt to keep using resource j also in time step t if beneﬁcial (according to
A6).
Likewise, if t > ilhr (i), vt,j has not been lost in an auction yet in previous iterations.
Since t+1 > ilhr (i) , vt+1,m is also considered available by the robot. Since vt,m was considered the best node to be taken right after vt−1,j by r’s planning algorithm and since we assumed our planner to produce legal plans only, we have (vt−1,j , vt,m ) ∈ Et−1 . Thus, by A8,
we have (vt,j , vt+1,m ) ∈ Et . Hence (cf. Eq. A.2), br (i) = k H(v ∗ , D(r))−k H(vt,m , D(r)) =
k H(vt,j , D(r)) − k H(vt,m , D(r)) = k H(vt,m , D(r)) + k − k H(vt,m , D(r)) where the last
equality is a direct consequence of A8.
r (i), D(r)) imCASE III: In conjunction with Assumption A6, H(vt,m , D(r)) > H(zt−1
plies ilhr (i) = t and that r has lost all nodes vt ∈ Vt (i) such that H(vt , D(r)) <
r (i), D(r))∨H(v , D(r)) = H(z r (i), D(r)). Hence, H(v ∗ , D(r)) > H(z r (i), D(r))
H(zt−1
t
t−1
t−1
where, as always, v ∗ is the next best node to vt,m in terms of the number of remaining
r (i). Since all nodes v
hops to the destination. Let vt−1,j := zt−1
τ,j such that τ > t
r
have not been lost (since t ≥ ilh (i)), vt+1,j is available. Since (vt−1,j , v ∗ ) ∈ Et−1 ∧
(vt−1,j , vt,m ) ∈ Et−1 , Assumptions A8 and A7 yield (v ∗ , vt+1,j ) ∈ Et ∧ (vt,m , vt+1,j ) ∈ Et .
Hence, H(v ∗ , D(r)) ≤ k + H(vt−1,j , D(r)) and H(vt,m , D(r)) ≤ k + H(vt−1,j , D(r)). In
conjunction with H(v ∗ , D(r)) > H(vt−1,j , D(r)) ∧ H(vt,m , D(r)) > H(vt−1,j , D(r)) this
yields H(v ∗ , D(r)) = H(vt−1,j , D(r)) + k = H(vt,m , D(r)). In conjunction with Eq. A.2
this yields br (i) = 0.

q.e.d.
Lemma A.3.4 Assume a graph planning problem with some prior auction history (comprising i′ ∈ N0 coordination iterations) consistent with our mechanism rules and where
A1-A5 hold. Let A be the robot with the highest priority out of all resource-claiming robots
A = {1, ..., A} currently in the system. Furthermore, assume A6- A8 are met for all time
steps t ≥ mina∈A ilha (i′ ). Finally, for any i ∈ N0 let T A (i) ∈ N0 such that ZTAA (i) = D(A).
We have ∀i > i′ : T A (i) ≤ τ + H(zτA (i′ ), D(A)) ∈ N0 where τ := ilhA (i′ ).

PROOF.
Let i > i′ . We show that, regardless of the spatial-temporal node ztA (i) which A plans to occupy in time layer t > τ , he will always be able to decrease his min-hop-distance to his desA (i), D(a)).
tination in subsequent time layers. That is, ∀t ≥ τ : H(ztA (i), D(a)) > H(zt+1
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Due to Lemma A.3.3 we know that, in all iterations i > i′ , all robots submit a bid of k
when losing a contested node would entail a detour and a bid of 0 when not. Hence, Robot
A is among the highest bidders in an auction for a contested vertex vt,m where losing vt,m
would increase the path cost to his goal. In such cases he is guaranteed to win any such
critical resources due to the fact that he has the highest priority over competitors with
equally high bids. Due to the equivalence of cost and number of hops (A3), this means
that for all iterations i > i′ , A is able to make sure to gain any node beyond τ = ilhA (i′ )
A (i), D(a)).
and due to planner optimality (A5), we have ∀t ≥ τ : H(ztA (i), D(a)) > H(zt+1
A
′
Remember, all reachable nodes beyond ilh (i ) are available to Robot A. Since A is already
in possession of spatio-temporal node zτA (i′ ) in iteration i′ and since he only loses auctions
when not increasing the number of hops on his path between his start and destination, his
total path length (in hops) will remain below the number of hops to zτA (i′ ) (which equals
τ ) plus H(zτA (i′ ), D(A)) during all subsequent coordination iterations. q.e.d.
Based on these lemmata and our assumptions, we are prepared to show Thm. A.3.2.
Proof of Theorem A.3.2. For Convenience, we repeat the theorem before proving it:
Theorem A.3.2 Provided the definitions and assumptions above hold, our modified mechanism generates a joint plan in a finite number of iterations that is legal, collision-free
and allows all robots to reach their destinations, regardless of the (mutual exclusive) start
states. That is:
∀ injective S, D : A → R ∃T 1 , . . . , T A , i ∈ N0 ∀a, r ∈ A, a ̸= r, t : zta (i) ̸= ztr (i) ∧ ZTa a (i) =
D(a) ∧ Z0a (i) = S(a).
PROOF.
Legality is enforced by Assumption A5. Since our coordination algorithm does not terminate until all plans are collision-free we only need to focus on termination in a ﬁnite
number of coordination iterations. We prove this by induction on the number A of robots.
Base case. |A| = 1: Is the single-robot case and here, the theorem holds due to Assumptions A1, A3 and A5.
Induction hypothesis: ∃n ∈ N∀ agent sets A′ , |A′ | ≤ n : the theorem holds regardless
of
(a) the start and destination states of the participating agents and
(b) for any prior auction history (of i′ ∈ N0 coordination iterations) on that graph that is
consistent with the rules of the mechanism and
(c) for any spatio-temporal graph G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) for which our Assumptions A1-A5 hold
and such that we have ∀t ≥ mina∈A ilha (i′ ) : Et′ is consistent with Assumptions A6-A8.
Induction step (n → n + 1): Let i be any current coordination iteration where Robot
A := n + 1 ∈ A is the highest priority robot in the system potentially competing for
resources. Lemma A.3.4 implies the existence of T A ∈ N0 such that ∀ι ≥ i∃t ≤ T A :
ZtA (ι) = D(A). By Assumption A4, Robot A hence discontinues claiming any vertices
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in current spatio-temporal graph G for time steps ≥ T A and thus, is eﬀectively removed
from the system beyond time horizon T A . Notice, that Lemma A.3.4 also tells us that
even if collisions in later time steps among the remaining robots cause collisions in time
steps ≤ T A , A is guaranteed to reach his destination before T A and will be absent from
claiming resources in later time steps.
Furthermore, the number of collisions (and hence, auctions) that can occur with Robot A
are ﬁnite since (a) the length of his path is not exceeding T A spatio-temporal vertices each
corresponding to a representant chosen from a ﬁnite number of resources (b) the number
of possible paths of length T A is ﬁnite. Therefore, the other robots can collide with A
only at a ﬁnite number of resources. Thus, there exists an iteration î from when on no
more collisions occur with A.
Let F = {a ∈ A|ilha (ι) ≤ T A , ∀ι ≥ î} be the set of robots that reach their goals along
collision free paths until at most time T A . If F = A we are done since this implies that
all robots manage to ﬁnd collision-free paths in a ﬁnite number of iterations.
Otherwise, we deﬁne A′ = A − F to be the set of robots that require traveling durations
to their destinations longer than T A .
We choose i′ ≥ î such that mina∈A′ ilha (i′ ) > T A . Note, such an iteration exists since
by construction, the individual loss horizons are monotonically increasing. Furthermore,
notice that A ∈ F and hence, |A′ | < |A| = n + 1.
Coordination of the remaining robots in A′ reduces to a graph planning problem in graph
G ′ which we construct from spatio-temporal graph G by pruning z0A (i′ ), ..., zTAA (i′ ) from
the latter.
Note, G ′ is consistent with our assumptions A1-A5. Also, since only nodes before T A were
pruned and mina∈A′ ilha (i′ ) > T A , A6- A8 are met for all time steps t ≥ mina∈A′ ilha (i′ )
as well as required by the induction hypothesis and Lemma A.3.4. Since |A′ | < n + 1, the
induction hypothesis entails that this remaining coordination problem is solved in a ﬁnite
number of coordination iterations. q.e.d.
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